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Abstract

In the context of global economic development, the success of newly industrialized
Singapore provides a good example for developing countries.

This dissertation, first reviews the development of Singapore's industrialization, and its
success in attracting foreign investment and establishing its own export-oriented economy,
and secondly compares this with the situation of China's SEZs. It explores the problems
experienced by Singapore as part of its industrialization program and provides a series of
recommendations designed to facilitate the development of China's SEZs.

These recommendations are:

Industrial structure The revise of current industrial structures from that of a labor and
-

capital intensive stage to a high-tech, information intensive stage.
Market The global competitive strategy.
-

Product structure- High-tech, high standard and high value-added product strategy.
Management Focus on economic efficiency instead of speed and scale.
-

Investment environment Not only the construction of efficient infrastructure but also
-

improved policies and regulations.

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Singapore, a tiny city-state without natural resources, is playing a significant part in
international economics. In 1994, Singapore was the top 17th exporter and 15th importer in
the world's trading. During the years of 1960 to 1992, Singapore's Gross National Product
grew approximately 6.3 percent per year, whereas the average for the 'industrialized', 'highincome' countries, was approximately 3.0 percent per year'. Singapore became a newly
'industrialized' country within only thirty years, and its success provides thinking material,
and is a good example for developing countries.

China has been emerging as a fast-growing developing economy in the Asia-Pacific region.
Its sustained economic growth has great regional and ultimately global significance. China
has grown rapidly over the last decade. The average growth rate since reforms began have
been approximately nine percent per year in real terms, and its economy is nearly four times
bigger than it was in 19782. Subsequently, one must recognize that it was these SEZ and
FDI programs that played a tremendously important role in China's economic reform and
progress.
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Peebles G., Wilson P.: 1996, The Singapore Economy, Edward Elgar, Chapter 1
Arbon M.: 1987, 'Special Economic Zones in the People's Republic of China', Syracuse Journal of
International Law & Commerce, Vol.13 Iss.2 Winter 1987 pp.345-366

During the period between of 1979-87, fourteen of China's coastal cities were approved in
becoming an 'Open Economic Area', amongst them are Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiarnen, Fujian
and Hainan Island. In these areas, Special Economic Zones (SEZ) have been established,
which act not only as a 'Chinese Economic Window and Bridge' for other countries, but
also as an example for the development of other areas in China.

What lessons and ideas have be gained from Singapore? What problems exist in China's
SEZ developments? How does one resolve problems and improve China's economy? These
issues will be discussed in this study.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

This is a comparative study of Special Economic Zones between China and Singapore, with the
main focus being on foreign investment. One may argue that to compare Singapore, a small island
city-state, to China, would be inappropriately disproportionate, because Singapore is obviously
smaller in size to even one of China's SEZ's (eg. Hainan). However, there are 26 Economic
Zones in Singapore, with each having a different function, operation and aim compared to China
which has only 4 SEZ's. In respect to FDI, I have treated Singapore's 26 zones as one entity, and
China's 4 zones as one entity to enable one a fairer comparison. Otherwise, it would be virtually
impossible to compare each different Economic Zone and be able to reach any reasonably
conclusions.

I have chosen Singapore for several reasons. It shares the same culture as China in some
areas, and the economy is robust and growing very fast. Despite its small size, it ranks first
amongst Asian developing countries in cumulative foreign investments. Singapore also has
an active state policy to market the country and promote foreign investment a policy
-

increasingly being imitated by other developing countries, which is one reason for its
success in attracting foreign investments. The country's liberal policy towards foreign
investment is frequently hailed by development economists as a model for other developing
countries, and for this reason alone Singapore deserves close examination.

As a city-state, Singapore has become the favourite Asian headquarters for multinational
corporations, and functions as an important regional entrepot, including capital imports,
exports and international business services related to regionally based foreign investments.
Singapore also plays a key role in its' regional affairs despite having the characteristics of
being small in size and having a distinctive lack of natural resources. With many developing
countries interested in gaining more foreign investment, Singapore provides an excellent
case study for those countries with an economy where foreign investment has had a major
on industrial restructing.

1.3 Methodology

The aim of this study is to review the literature on Economic Zones, Industrial Zones, and their
development and comparison between China and Singapore, highlighting the foreign direct
investment. This study has discussed and compared the experience of Singapore in attracting
foreign investment and establishing its own export-orientated economy in different developing
phases in comparison with China's SEZs, in order to seek suitable ways in the development of
China's Special Economic Zones and its macroeconomic management.

This research is primarily a descriptive study which is conducted by means of data collected
from secondary sources such as current periodicals, government Almanac and other
publications. In addition, certain economic and management theories have been applied to
the findings of this investigation.

The aim of this study is to review, compare and analyse the current situation of the SEZs in
China and Singapore in order to explore suitable ways in which China's economy, and also
developing Asian countries, can be assisted in developing and benefiting economically.

1.4 Organization of the Paper

This paper is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 is the general introduction to the whole paper which introduces the framework of
the study including the purpose of the study, methodology used, and the scope of the
research.

Chapter 2 reviews some literature on the development of Singapore's economy, its
industrial zones and the success in using foreign direct investment. It also examines China's
SEZs data, its open-door policy and the foreign direct investment circumstances.

Chapter 3 reviews China's SEZs, its establishment, development, achievement and the issues to
be improved.

Chapter 4 examines Singapore's economy, its industrial zones and the success in using foreign
direct investment.

Chapter 5 is the comparison and analysis section which compares the two cases of Singapore and
China, whilst discussing the problems that exist in China's SEZs and some relevant solutions.

Chapter 6 contains my conclusion and recommendations in respect to Singapore's economic
success and how it can provide a valuable model to the development of macroeconomic
management to China's SEZs. I also have indicated some limitations of this study.

2. Literature Review

China

China's open-door policy was part of the country's ambitious post-Cultural Revolution drive
for economic development and reform. It was designed to increase markedly the country's
links to the international economy and its access to foreign capital, technology, management
know-how and markets. This policy was a bold shift from the semi-autarkic economic
policy adopted in the 1960s and 1970s, and it was in line with reform of economic policy
and the economic system that began in the late 1970s.

which was expected to provide China with a
The policy was initiated in the late 1970s,
range of benefits including access to modern teclmology to improve the efficiency of its
antiquated industry and infrastructure, the creation of employment for its rapidly growing
population, the expansion of export industries to provide foreign exchange and the
introduction of western management techniques, aimed at improving efficiency. (Lin and
Yang: 1987).

A range of policies have been developed to encourage export growth. It was hoped that the
special economic zones and coastal cities would attract foreign capital, and provide
employment opportunities, hence expanding the factors drawn into the industrial export
sector. It was anticipated that the firms located in these favoured areas would employ more

advanced technologies and management practices, as well as benefit from more flexible
labour and capital market policies, and more liberal trade and foreign exchange regulations.
Firms in these zones and the coastal cities were therefore expected to achieve a rapid growth
in the productivity of the factors they employed, and hence a more rapid rate of export
growth.

2.1 China's Special Economic Zones

Between 1979 and 1980, four Special Economic Zones were established in Shenzhen,
Shantou, Zhuhai and Xiamen, in the southeastern provinces of Guangdong and Fujian. In
April 1984 the opening of 14 large coastal cities (including Shanghai) to foreign investment
was announced, and in 1987, the fifth Special Economic Zones were established in Hainan
province.

The primary objective of most zones is the generation of new exports. For this managers are
allowed to provide incentives to firms they consider likely to help achieve these objectives.
Such incentives may take the form of tax holidays or reductions, underpricing inputs such as
land and utilities, privileged and subsidised access to capital and foreign exchange, and
freedom from import restrictions imposed on companies outside the zone.

The zone authorities have the power to approve projects up to the value of 30 million US
dollars. The economic management difficulties of the Special Economic Zones reflect to a

large extent the general tension in contemporary China between the different levels of
government ( David Wall 1991).

In most export processing zones firms are allowed to import raw materials and intermediate
goods without restriction as long as the imports are to be used for approved purposes and are
not ruled out by overriding exclusions for non-economic reasons. Capital in all forms is also
usually allowed in freely. In many zones, however, regulations restrict the use of foreign
labour. Normally managers and technical experts are allowed in, often for restricted periods
only.

In China, all firms in the zones (and other approved areas) can import capital goods,
intermediate goods and raw materials for use in production, free of duties, taxes and
licensing procedures other than the requirement to submit annual and monthly import plans.
The only limit on imports is the availability of foreign exchange. Firms can freely use
whatever foreign exchange they bring into China as capital and they are allowed to retain a
percentage of gross export earnings. The freedom to import and easier access to foreign
exchange, especially via the establishment ofjoint ventures has proved attractive to
domestic enterprises.

In order to attract foreign direct investment and to promote the transfer of advanced
technology and the production of 'high-tech' products, special inducements were offered in
the zones to foreign investors. These inducements included the right to obtain duty draw-

backs on imported inputs and capital goods, to 'retain' 100% of foreign exchange earnings,
to expatriate profits, and to convert earnings needed to pay local costs at a secondary market
rate which more closely reflected China's shadow exchange rate (Zhang 1987; Martin 1990;
Lin 1991).

Labour hiring and firing were supposed to more closely reflect practices in market
economies, though it is doubtful whether this in fact occurred. Foreign firms were also
allowed access to local capital markets. In recent years, the latter have frequently offered
lending rates which have been negative in real terms (Lin 1991).

Firms in technology development zones in the open coastal cities are also given 100%
retention rights over their foreign exchange earnings. Firms in Fujian and Guangdong may
retain only 30%. Firms in the rest of the country, including Beijing and Shanghai, can retain
only 25%, but of this amount only half can be retained by the exporting firm the other half
-

goes to local government (Zhang 1987:52).

The SEZs are in favour for political reasons. Given the difficult tasks of ensuring the
prosperity and stability of Hong Kong and Macao---as well as the even more daunting
challenge of speeding up Taiwan's reunification with the motherland--Beijing sees a big
political "united front' role for the SEZs. Whether the zones can acquit themselves well,
however, depends on their management skills and productivity levels--as well as their
attractiveness to Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas investors.

After going up 100% in 1993 and 20.80% in 1994, actual foreign investments in Shenzhen
dropped 15.7% in 1995. Beijing expressed concern over the low-tech nature of most SEZs
plants and urged them to attract more high-tech sites. However, the success of this and the
SEZs in general will depend on how much latitude Beijing will allow them. To date, Beijing
has been loosing up the least a bit, but it will keep a close eyes on SEZs activities in the near
future (Asian Business Daily 1996: April).

2.2 China's Foreign Direct Investment

China succeeded in attracting a significant amount of foreign direct investment in the 1980s
and is today one of the largest recipients of FDI among the 'low-income' developing
countries. Since 1984, Chinese authorities have approved over 26,000 foreign investment
contracts for a total commitment of over 31 billion US dollars, with about 16 billion US
dollars actually invested.

FDI has gone into a wide range of sectors, including manufacturing, mining and services,
such as hotels and business centers. By country of origin, over 60% of EDT came from Hong
Kong and Macao, with Japan and the United States a distant second and third. In recent
years, Taiwan and South Korea, to a lesser extent, have become significant investment
sources.

1€

China has been able to attract foreign investors for several reasons: the rapid
industrialization, actual and potential market, the abundance of low cost, good quality labour
(depending on the region and the project), land space and then the proximity to East and
Southeast Asia, the area that has been undergoing impressive economic growth.

Five major stages in China's FDI policy during the 1980s can be identified:

From 1979 to 1982, China's economic opening was in the early stages, its policy toward
FDI evolved slowly and cautiously. The government emphasized creating a basic legal
framework and developing a few Special Economic Zones.

From 1983 to 1985, as the domestic economy improved significantly, there were
increasing domestic demands for more dramatic reforms, and the government stepped up its
efforts to attract FDI. Fourteen 'open cities, covering the coastal areas, were added to the
original four Special Economic Zones.

From 1986 to 1987, faced with rising inflation and other economic problems, the
government turned to a policy of retrenchment, reversing the trend of both domestic reform
and growth.

(4) In the Spring of 1988, a call for development of the 'Golden Coast' once again spurred
domestic reform and FDI utilization. Unlike before, this drive to substantially increase FDI
in the coastal region put less emphasis on high technology and more on export-oriented
projects (Battat 1991).

Many FDI projects in China tend to take advantage of the country's comparative
advantages. A sizeable number of projects are for offshore sourcing in textiles, garments,
footwear, and increasingly, electronics and mechanical equipment. Most of these FDI
projects are from Hong Kong which is close to Guangdong, and Fujian and thus can take
advantage of their cheap surplus labour. Import substitution has become another major
reason for FDI in a variety of sectors, including electronics, computers, machinery,
beverages, packaging and chemicals. These projects have been lured by the size of the
highly protected domestic market.

To most MNCs, China is an attractive location for investment in the long run, if not now.
Many MNCs are willing to invest a minimum amount in the country just to maintain a
foothold there. Some, such as those telecommunication, electronics, transportation, energy,
machine building and infrastructure, can even find excellent opportunities today. For an
initial period in the life of some projects, China is willing to cover the hard currency
requirement of the projects and pay in hard currency for goods and services provided
(Battat 1991).
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Singapore

Singapore, a small emporium without a large population or natural resources of its own,
might be more appropriate to compare its growth and development to that of other cities,
many of which have a larger population, or to a county or a state to similar administrative
region of another country.

It might be objected that Singapore is an independent nation with its own independent
economic policy, and other cities or regions grew because they were able to attract investors
from outside the territory, induce people to come, live and work there, and obtain
development funds from their central government. But Singapore is a city and much of its
development is similar to that of other cities; it attracted capital and expertise from outside
and it has been able to draw on neighbouring countries (like Malaysia and Thailand) for
labour. It even has its thousands of daily commuters from outside its boundaries (Malaysia)
as any flourishing city does.

We might inquire into the past growth of Tokyo, New York or Massachusetts or the further
growth of Shanghai, a city with a population more than four times of Singapore and which
has recently adopted a similar development strategy (Peebles & Wilson: 1996).
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2.3 Singapore's Industrialization

From the beginning of the 19th century, when Sir Raffles found the deep water port,
Singapore has served as a major entrepot for the South-East Asia. Following World War II,
Singapore met its independence from Britain in 1959.

The success that the revolutionary leaders had in securing statehood gave them a very high
stature among the city's residents and enabled them to pursue strategies for economic
growth. At first, they emphasized import substitution, until they were forced out of the
Federation of Malaysia. They then developed a plan of export-industrialization allowing
Singapore to begin to enter the ranks of the industrialized countries.

Singapore's historical function as a regional entrepot engendered some traditional
complementary in its commerce with the neighbouring countries. The appearance of new
complementary since the 1960s
is the result of a double evolution.

At first, the manufacturing industry in Singapore underwent spectacular growth, dependent
in part to a regional neighbourhood which remained an exporter of unprocessed raw
materials. More recently, in a second phase, the neighbours began to exploit their vast
natural resources and to industrialize. Singapore's economy felt itself obliged to abandon, in
their favour, certain key industries which had driven its expansion ten years earlier, and to
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establish itself in the specialised ares involving advanced technologies and the territory
sector.

Between 1966 and 1973, the economy grew at a rate of approximately 13% per year. During
this time, it began to move away from labour-intensive activities such as textiles and
footwear in favour of capital-intensive items such as computers and telecommunications.
Other sectors such as banking and services experienced a parallel boom (Kim and Young
1987).

The government will probably continue to focus on innovations in information technology
and biotechnology. Others in charge of industrial planning have envisioned a Growth
Triangle to include Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. Singapore would provide knowledge
and skill in high-tecimology while the other two nations could provide natural resources and
inexpensive labour. Still other bureaucrats seek to attract Chinese capitals that may be
tempted to leave Hong Kong in 1997. The city-state appears to be on the road for sustained
economic growth in an ever complicated global economic environment. (Paul Mackun
1993).

2.4 Singapore's Opening Strategy

Preconditions (1960-66)

Towards creating a local environment which would inspire confidence in foreign investors.
Singapore authorities added a whole series of inducements to foreign investment: the
maintenance of a free port, free convertibility, no exchange control, conversion of the
entrepot, tax exemptions, export incentives, development of transport and communication
infrastructures, education and training facilities.

• Industrialisation (1967-1979)

To Singapore, foreign investment represented the only motor capable of transforming the
national economy in record time: the Economic Development Board (EDB) put into
operation a plan of general liberalisation of the economy and of incentives to investors. This
was inaugurated by the passing of the Industrial Expansion and Industrial Relations Acts of
1967 and 1968 respectively, which gave permanence to the new conditions of social and
political stability, and increased the potential of Singapore's infrastructure, right at the heart
of South-east Asia.

By doing so, it allowed the city-state to become a safe haven for international investment
and, within a short time, to notch up one of the highest growth-rates in the world. The first
of these was to contribute, through its subcontracting activities, to the development of keen

competition between the products of the industrialized countries; and the second was to
respond to the needs of the neighbouring countries by expanding sectoral industries and
offering goods and services of high quality.

The take-off of the secondary sector in 1967-70 concentrated on labour-intensive industries
which were almost entirely absent in the neighbouring countries. Singapore is thus an
industrial centre in the region, and long depends on the 'three sisters': petroleum,
shipbuilding and construction.

• High-tech Strategy (early 19805-90s)

The government defined new priority sectors, all links to new technology and advanced
services. At the same time, the National Wages Council moved towards a substantial
increase in pay -of 16-20%- designed to delocalise industries that were the most labourintensive and the weakest in value-added. This policy was accompanied by various support
measures: further education and training (the Skill Development Fund), the development of
ultra-modern infrastructures, incentives for foreign investment including technology
transfer, credits for research (the Research and Development Assistance Scheme) and the
improvement of productivity (Mechanisation Scheme).3

To bring about this strategy is mainly because: ASEAN industry take-off, and Singapore's
oil refinery, textiles and the processing of primary products faced an immediate threat; gaps

Wong Kwei Cheong: 1981, 'Economic Growth Through Productivity', Petir (Singapore), pp.66-8
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of growing demand for equipment and technology; and competition among advanced
industries in developed countries to seek a place with good quality infrastructure and
employees.

Lee Kuan Yew has repeatedly said that only certain carefully chosen 'niches' can ensure the
continued development of Singapore in the age of modern technology.

2.5 SEZs and Foreign Direct Investment in Singapore

Much of the above was accomplished by direct government involvement in the economy.
Prime Minister Lee have been very active in restructuring, particularly in promoting the
inflow of industrial investments. In 1961, the Minister of Trade and Industry created the
Economic Development Board (EDB) to promote industrial development. They offered a
number of incentives. Like 'Pioneer' firms received exemption from city income tax for a
period up to 10 years and a nearly 100% exemption from the taxes on profits that were
derived from exports. The government also sanctioned accelerated depreciation for plants
and machinery and special investment allowances.

Beyond tax breaks, the government established a policy for manpower utilization. From
1960s until nearly 1980, Lee's government kept wage increases to a minimum in order to
stimulate growth of labour-intensive activities. In 1979, the government reversed course and
allowed wages to rise to their proper market level, an increase of 20% a year from 1979 to
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1981. The rational behind the wage hike was to reduce the role of unskilled labour and
persuade companies to initiate investment in high-tech industries.

Singapore built the Jurong Industrial Zone. To date there are 26 export processing zones in
Singapore. For Singapore leaders, foreign investment represented the only motor capable of
transforming the national economy, as a result, Singapore is one of the most efficient nations
to utilize foreign investment.

These investments appear to be receiving dividends. Singapore has built a science park to
promote research and development activities. By 1984, over 16 organizations had developed
in the science park, ranging from biotechnology to robots. In general, R & D is one of the
fastest growing activities in Singapore, involving more than 170 firms and over 5000
scientists, engineers and technicians. The government has identified six areas as processing
the greatest potential for growth: information technologies, robotics, biomedicine,
microelectronics, laser technology, and communications (Kim and Young: 1987).

Foreign investment has moved into Singapore on a massive scale due to its especially
favourable socio-economic system, and the international business rivalry between
industrialized states. The perspective for going on to export and invest into South-east Asia,
using Singapore as a springboard, has also played a key role. Obtaining an interest in the
industrial and tertiary fabric of Singapore has allowed the neighbouring countries to have
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access to efficient services, various modern techniques and a more direct acquaintance with
the demands of international markets.

Although Singapore's overall development strategy has not fundamentally changed since the
policy of export-leg growth was adopted in the late 1960s, there have been some changes in
certain areas. The first occurred in the late 1970s.
It was felt that the successes were mainly
based on creating jobs and absorbing the domestic labour force and attracting foreign
workers into labour-intensive, low-productivity sectors such as textiles. In about 1979, the
government adopted policies aimed at creating a 'second industrial revolution' by inducing
employers to move into higher value-added activities and to increase investment in
automation, computerisation and R&D (Wong 1989, pp.183-8; Rodan 1989, chap.5).

3. China's Special Economic Zones & Development

3.1 China's SEZs

The Landmark in December 1978 marked the beginning of China's Open Door policy. In
July 1979, the first China's Joint Venture Law was launched, which aimed at attracting
foreign investment, technology, management know-how, and export channels. In August
1980, the SEZ Act appeared, which created special areas in China to attract foreign
investment, primarily from Hong Kong-based industries. SEZ was an economic experiment
to test the speed and adaptability of a market economy in China.
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According to the SEZ Act of China, the purposes of SEZ are:

To develop economic links with Hong Kong (Shenzhen), Macao (Zhuhai), Taiwan
(Xiamen) and other overseas Chinese communities (Shantou).
To serve as laboratories for experimenting with market forces.
To serve as a window through which advanced technologies can enter.
To serve as a link between the economic hinterland and overseas.
To attract foreign capital, and
To generate employment.

SEZs are the areas in which enterprises are treated more preferentially than in other areas in
such matters as tax rate and scope of operations. Originally, the first SEZs were approved by the
State Council were established, three in Guangdong Province ( Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou)
and the fourth in Xiamen, Fujian province. Later in 1988 a fifth area, Hainan Island, was
designated an SEZ.

The objectives of SEZs includes:
Importing new technology
Attracting foreign investment and capital
Increasing foreign exchange earnings

21

Beijing's foreign investment drive at the beginning adopted a two-pronged strategy: import
substitution, and assembling and processing. Even low-technology assembling and
processing activities are encouraged because they fill a technical and managerial gap. So far,
it has proved successful: almost half of all foreign investment in China has now been
established in these zones4.

Some of the main features of these Zones include: only 15% corporate taxation and tax
holidays, inexpensive land and services, low labor costs, greater freedom in labor
management, zero customs duty on reexport inputs, simplified entry/exist and other
formalities, and increased access to markets in China.

The government also grants added tax incentives to enterprises in the SEZs. For example,
SEZ enterprises pay only 15% in fixed corporate net income tax as compared to 33% paid
by enterprises outside the zone. SEZ enterprises may also apply for a tax waiver, the specific
terms of which depend upon the type of business/product and industrial sector. For example,
a joint venture formed for a period of 10 years or more is entitled to full exemption from
joint venture income tax (JVIT) in the first two profitable years, and to a 50% reduction in
that tax for the next three profitable years.

Lockett M.: 1987, 'China's Special Economic Zones: The Cultural and Managerial Challenges', Journal of
General Management, Vol.12 Iss.3 Spring 1987, pp.21-31
Gelatt T.: 1991, 'China's New Tax Law for Foreign Business', East Asian Executive report, May 1991, pp.
9-14
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3.2 Shenzhen Sample of SEZs in China

Shenzhen's proximity to Hong Kong appears to have been a major factor in attracting many
joint ventures and direct foreign investments. Four-fifth of Hong Kong's people are
Guangdong extraction. Most of them still have relations there. Fujian is a 20-minutes flight
(if any aircraft were allowed to make the trip) from Taiwan. A common language the
-

Fujian dialect linking Taiwan to the mainland, Cantonese for Hong Kong and Guangdong

-

and a familiar culture make doing business easy.

The earlier success was in Shenzhen, which promoted the authorities to offer better
incentives, such as tax holidays, low corporate tax rates and free labour laws. Of the SEZs,
Shenzhen stood out as providing both the highest returns and the greatest degree of investor
satisfaction. Nearly half of the respondents with ventures in Shenzhen reported that their
expectations have been exceeded, while only 30% of the ventures located in the other SEZs
reported similar results (Stelzer, Ma, Banthin 1992).

Foreign investment in Shenzhen's infrastructure jumped from 11% ( 670,650 US dollars) in
1979 to 50% (16.64 million US dollars) in 1981; by 1984, Shenzhen's economy had grown
39 times over 1979 levels and accounted for 43% of China's industrial exports.6

Cheng E., Mosher S.: 1992, 'Free for All, Economic Strategy Inspired by Hong Kong', Far Eastern
Economic Review, 14 May 1992, P 23-26.
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Since the early 1980s, Hong Kong's factories have steadily moved into Guangdong's Pearl
River delta and Hong Kong joint ventures are now major employers in the region.

Market forces have made it irresistible. Labour costs five times as much as in Hong Kong as
in Shenzhen. Land in SEZs on leases of 50-70 years much like those used in Hong Kong,
costs only 2-3% of what it does in Hong Kong. As to the productivity in China's SEZs,
Hong Kong and Taiwan businessmen say that workers in southern China produce nearly as
much as the ones back home. Workers can be hired through newspaper advertisements, or
through recruiting drives in poorer provinces. And they can be fired at will.

Shenzhen has the highest per capita income in China (2,500 US dollars per annum). In 1990,
industrial output soared by 35.2% of which 70% was exported. By the end of 1991,
Shenzhen has approved foreign investment totalling 4.65 billion US dollars. Of the 4,555
direct foreign investment projects approved, about two thirds were with Hong Kong
interests.7

By 1984, the SEZ concept was deemed such an achievement that more areas were given
special dispensation to offer incentives. The second round of privileges was awarded to 14
coastal cities, which were granted greater economic autonomy and were designated as
Economic and Technological Development Zones (ETDZ).

Cheng E., Mosher S.: 1992, 'Free for All, Economic Strategy Inspired by Hong Kong', Far Eastern
Economic Review, 14 May 1992, P 23-26.
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Another category comprising three river delta areas, was established in 1985 as Open
Economic Zones (OEZ). These OEZs offer intensives that are similar to those the coastal
cities. The three delta areas are the Yangtze Delta, the Southern Fujian Delta and the Pearl
River Delta; they have abundant agricultural resources, a generally high level of education
and historically close ties with foreigners.

In 1985, 'Large Open Coastal Economic Zones' were set up in the Yangtze and Pearl river
delta areas and in southern Fujian. The Shandong and Liaoning peninsulas were able to exert
the same degree of autonomy as the SEZs. Like the SEZs, the new zones were set up to
encourage the transfer of technology, management reforms, and production inputs between
the coastal and interior regions, though their primary task was to break down barriers to
international economic exchange.

With the introduction of the coastal cities, the SEZs took on an additional role. Not only
were they supposed to attract foreign capital and technology, they were also to act as role
models for the open coastal areas and experimental hothouses for the coastal strategy
reforms. Theoretically, foreign technology, capital, and management techniques would first
be introduced in the SEZs, gradually utilized by the 14 Open Cities and their ETDZs, and
then disseminated to the interior regions. In practice, however, the SEZs were forced to
compete for domestic production inputs and foreign investment with the other coastal areas.
This competition ultimately strengthened the SEZs, forcing them to become more efficient.
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In 1990, the government launched a development project for the Shanghai Pudong area as a
priority zone for heavy industry, as well as a financial and trading centre. The plan is to
encourage the spread of existing industry in Shanghai along the Yangtze River.

In 1994, GDP in all five SEZs was 148.38 billion Yuan (18.25 billion US dollars),
increased 27.4% compared to in 1993 and higher 16% than the Chinese average. Industrial
production in all the SEZs has grown faster, reached 151.52 billion Yuan (18.64 US dollars),
increased 3 1.3% compared to in 19938.

Each SEZ was provided the economic administration power equable to provincial
administration level. For the activities controlled by the State before, SEZs authorities could
carried out them according to the local conditions, like activities in Foreign Affairs, Public
Security, Tax and Duties, Customs, Finance, Post and Telecom, Civic Aviation, and Port
Affairs.

For SEZ's import and export business, SEZs' foreign trade companies approved by State,
could operate including agent business in export and import for non-SEZs regions. And the
State only control the total amount to the foreign credits to SEZs in order to SEZ could get
enough loan in international finance market.

Chen W., Jin X.: 1996, 'Zhong Guo Jingji Tequ Yanjiu', Fudan University Publisher, Shanghai China
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3.3 Characteristics of China's SEZs:

The primary aim of SEZ is trying a new way for China's economic reform and the originate
strategy is import substitution development strategy from an industrial policy of
discouraging imports to more outward-orientated approach. Eventually designated the
'Coastal Development Strategy', the scheme called for the more prosperous coastal regions
to be transformed into major foreign economic trade centres, which would be partially
integrated with the international economy. The strategy would enable China's interior
provinces to gain from the diffusion of technical and managerial innovations being tested
along the coast.

There are few State direct investments in SEZs. The State offers the favoured economic
policies only and lets SEZs to develop themselves. According to the regulation, the zone
governments must report their financial revenue and foreign exchange income within a
certain period (ten years generally) before the zones were set up. The increased part of the
income would be kept by the zones to ensure its financial development. And the provincial
governments provided financial assistance to the establishment of Shenzhen, Zhuhai and
Shantou. The State banks also provided favoured credit for SEZs.

The capital for the development of the SEZs came primarily from the Bank of China and
other foreign banks, which were allowed to establish branch offices in the zones. More
important, however, was the economic interchange between the domestic economy and the
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SEZs. The SEZs were permitted by the State Council to sell their products elsewhere in
China if the goods were scare on the domestic market, contained a large percentage of
domestically produced components, or were produced by a foreign-invested enterprise using
advantaged technology and equipment. The state, provincial, and local enterprises
throughout China also were encouraged to transfer technicians to the SEZs to establish
cooperative ventures with local companies based in the zones.

Domestic partners were to provide the raw materials and semi-processed goods to the SEZ
partners, which in turn would process the goods for export. By 1984, over 500 'interregional' enterprises were established in Shenzhen alone producing goods ranging from
textiles to consumer electronic products.

The setting and developing of SEZs are mainly depended on absorption and use of foreign
capitals, mainly on foreign direct investment, which were reflected from not only the
enterprises themselves but also the infrastructure construction, like land development, water
and power supply, high-way, port and storage, etc..

3.4 The Special Policies in SEZs

(1). Land

Not like Singapore, China's SEZs are larger in land. Shenzhen's area is 327.5 squire
kilometres, Xiamen's 56 skm; Zhuhai's 121 skm; Shantou's 234 skm. Hainan island's size
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includes the whole province, and Shanghai Pudong has 350skm in size. Singapore's total
land area in 1993 was about 641 square kilometres and its biggest industrial zone, Jurong is
61.88 square kilometres.

China has promulgated land-use regulations which permitted Chinese and foreigners to
purchase the land-use rights for long-term from the State. In 1981, Guangdong province
passed the 'Regulations of Land Use and Management in SEZ', and made descriptions to
the land use in SEZs on management, duration, fees etc..

According to 'the Measures for Land Administration in Hainan', the maximum period of
land-use rights is up to 70 years. Xiamen is also the same situation. They are all longer in
the land-use period than the 50 years of Shenzhen. The land-use right could be sold,
transferred (by way of gift, bequest etc.), or mortgaged for compensation.

Compared with other Asian countries, China's SEZs 's land fee is one of the lowest ones,
which is more attractive to foreign investment. According to 'The Adjustment & Preferential
Method for Land Use fee in Shenzhen', industrial and storage land are charged 12 to 20 US
cents per square metres annually; commercial residence, 62 cents to 1.1 US dollars; tourism
construction 1.5 to 2.2 dollars, Super Market, hotel and motel, restaurants are 1.6 to 2.6 dollars;
Plantation and farm 2.5 to 4 cents9.

Chen W., Jin X.: 1996, 'Zhong Guo Jingji Tequ Yanjiu', Fudan University Publisher, Shanghai China
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(2). Taxation

Income tax is levied at the reduced rate of 15% on income derived from production,
business and other sources, by established joint ventures or wholly foreign-owned
enterprises which have establishments in the SEZs.

Corporate tax is set at 15% in the zones. Enterprises engaged in communication,
transportation, agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry with a period of operation fixed
for more than 10 years are eligible for a two-year income tax exemption, starting when they
become profitable, followed by a 50% tax reduction during the next three years 10

Foreign companies investing in energy and transport projects have a five-year
initial tax holiday. Imported equipment, vehicles, building materials, automobiles, and
consumer goods are exempted from customs duties. Domestic enterprises setting up in the
zones are also eligible for preferential tax rates.

Enterprises engaged in the service industry, with foreign investment exceeding US$5
million and a contract life of 10 years or longer, are exempted from income tax in the first
profit-making year, and permitted a 50% reduction in the subsequent two years.

'°

Gelatt T.: 1991, 'China's New Tax Law for Foreign Business', East Asian Executive report, May 1991, pp.
9-14
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After the expiration of the statutory period for exemption from the reduction in income tax,
export enterprises within the SEZs may pay enterprises income tax at the reduced rate of
10% in any year in which they export 70% or more of the value of their products. And
technologically advanced enterprises may pay income tax at a reduced rate of 10% for
another three years.

Under the Article 8 of the Income Tax Law of P.R.China passed on April 9, 1991,
productive foreign invested enterprises with contracts of at least 10 years may enjoy tax
holidays. Previously, tax holidays applies only to equity joint ventures and enterprises
located in designated preferential investment areas or operating in specific lines of business.
Under the new Law, investments qualifying for tax holidays are tax exempt in the first and
second profit-making years and allowed a 50% reduction in the third to fifth year.

All enterprises with foreign investment to receive a 40% tax refunds for profits reinvested in
an existing or new enterprise.

For attracting more foreign direct investment, government generally offered some incentive
investment plan. Like Singapore's 'Economic Development Reward Act', which regulates
three different fields for investment. They are: new industry, expended industry, and export
industry, which will be given relevant favourable treatment. The advanced instruments and
tecimology secrets will also be given favourable treatment.
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The income tax in Singapore is 40%, but there is longer exemption, generally is five years
but to some industries will reach eight years. And to the advanced or large scaled industries
the exempting time reaches up to fifteen years, which is the longest tax exemption offered in
the worldU

3.5 The Issues to be Solved in China's SEZs

(1). Illegal Entrepot Trade

SEZs were given the right to import certain foreign goods duty free, 'illegal' trade between
the SEZs and the interior flourished for much of the decade. In 1984-85, for example,
Hainan imported 341,000 vehicles, most of which were sold to other areas of China at
exorbitant profit. The illegal entrepot trade infused the SEZs with finance capital, it had an
adverse effect on the implementation of the national development strategy.

Following the SEZ Work Conference of January 1986, drastic readjustments were
implemented to rein in the SEZs and turn them into foreign exchange generators, rather than
foreign exchange spenders. Strict foreign exchange and trade controls were adopted to
prevent illegal entrepot trade; Shenzhen for example, was separated from the surrounding
areas by a 108-km barbed wire fence in 1987. The State Council also directed the SEZs to
finance 'outward-orientated' industrial and trading endeavours i.e. those that would export
-

Fortnightly Report to Managers of Asia Operations, 'Tax Incentives in Singapore: Still relevant?', November
7, 1994, Business Asia, pp.1-2
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at least 60 per cent of production to better fulfil their role under the coastal development
-

strategy.

(2). Lack of High-tech Investment

In the earlier stage in 1980s, foreign investors in the SEZs were willing to invest only in
labor-intensive, low-tech industries producing items such as toys and textiles. Even the
highly vaunted Sanyo plant in the Shekou industrial zone in Shenzhen produces cheap
electronic products for third world markets using out-dated technology.

Now however, SEZs are attracting more sophisticated foreign investment. Companies such
as IBM, Hitachi, lured by the high-grade facilities of the new Shenzhen Science and
Industrial Park and the availability of high-skilled labour, have invested in the SEZ to
produce electronic goods ranging from 3.5-inch diskettes to computer terminals.

These factors leave the SEZs well-positioned to command a strong role in China's economic
growth in the 1990s. During an visit to Shantou in October 1991, Li Peng reiterated support
for the SEZs, calling on them to emphasise the development of high-tech industry. During
his trip, however, Li also stressed the need to draw up a unified, comprehensive
development plan for the SEZs. This reflects the leadership's concern with maintaining
effective control over the southern provinces, which have enjoyed more than a decade of
relative political and economic autonomy.
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(3). Foreign Currency Shortage

One of the major privileges Shenzhen enjoyed before 1991 was the full retention of its
foreign exchange earnings. But when its retention ratio was reduced, while the ratio was
increased for inland regions, it became less attractive to export from the zone. In fact, the
SEZ retained only 50% of its hard-currency earnings in 1991, against the 80% originally
intended.

Foreign Currency shortage has consistently been one of the most serious problems facing
foreign investors. The Joint-venture Law Implementing Regulations state that when a jointventure, whose products sold mainly on domestic markets, has an imbalance of foreign
currency income and expenditure, the imbalance shall be made good by the government
authorities which approved the joint-venture. Joint-ventures are permitted to trade Chinese
Yuan for foreign exchange among themselves or at official foreign exchange swap centres.

Foreign companies invest in two projects can use the foreign exchange surplus of one
venture to make up a shortfall on the other. So some joint ventures use their Yuan profit to
purchase Chinese goods for export as an alternative to direct exporting.
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Population Expansion

SEZs are attracting people from every corner of China. Shenzhen' s tiny population of
70,000 in 1978 had swollen to 2 million in 1991, though a further 500,000 are believed to be
living in the city without valid permits. The city originally planned for a population of
800,000 by the year of 2000 but the feverish rate of expansion caught planners by surprise.
The population was reckoned to have swollen by nearly 20% between 1990 and

199112

Shenzhen's temporary workforce, which makes up 80% of the zone's 1.3 million workers,
enjoys much more restricted access to government-funded social amenities. As a matter of
policy, companies operating in the zone are required to provide medical benefits as well as
food and transport allowances. In most cases, enterprises still provide housing though a
growing number of firms have broken with this tradition.

Decrease of FDI

In 1992, however, the percentage of total foreign investment directed to the SEZs fell from
31 to 23 percent, as more investors turned their sights inland. And now SEZs and other
opened coastal areas expect to rise land and labour costs in order to gradually push low
value-added processing and other unsophisticated, labour-intensive industries out of the
Delta and into more remote areas.

12

Chen W., Jin X.: 1996, 'Zhong Guo Jingji Tequ Yanjiu', Fudan University Publisher, Shanghai China
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4. Singapore's industrial zones and it's FDI

4.1 Outlook of Singapore's Economy

Singapore is a small independent island, city nation-state situated at the tip of peninsular
Malaysia. It was a British colony until independence in 1959, and was for two years (196365) part of the Federation of Malaysia, before becoming a fully independent country in
1965, whereupon it joined the Commonwealth and the United Nations. In 1957 the number
of people living in Singapore was about 1.45 million and by mid-1994 the total population
of Singapore was about 2.93 million.

Singapore consists of one large island and a number of smaller ones which are used to open
Economic Zones, like Jurong the largest one for such activities as oil refining and storage.
Singapore's total land area in 1993 was only about 641 square kilometres, population
density was 4,481 persons per square kilometre, making it one of the most densely areas of
the world.

Singapore is an open and newly industrialized country, which has depended heavily on
international trade and foreign direct investment for its economic development.

According to GAIT, Singapore is the top 17th exporter and 15th importer in the world's
merchandise trade, accounting for 1.7 and 1.8 per cent of the world's total export and import
respectively. The gross value of its total trade is three times in the size of its gross domestic
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product. In 1993, its total trade reached a record high of 257.1 billion Singapore dollars.
Exports hits 119.5 billion Singapore dollars against imports of 137.6 billion Singapore
dollars. It has a foreign exchange market with the world's fourth largest turnover, behind
London, New York and Tokyo; has gross official international reserves towards the end of
1994 of about 57 billion US dollars (Smith 1993, World Development Report).

Its gross national product (GNP) per capita was 15,730 US dollars, placing it eighteenth
highest of the 132 countries by the World Bank's World development Report 1994. Hong
Kong was ranked nineteenth with a GNP per capita of 15,360 US dollars. Thus on the basis
of its income per person Singapore is amongst the top 20 economies in the world, justifying
its recent World Bank reclassification as a 'high-income country'.

Over the period 1960-92, Singapore's per capita GNP grew about 6.3% a year, which
implies a doubling of this variable almost every 12 years. Hong Kong's growth about 6.2%
a year, when the average for the industrialized/high income countries was about 3.0% a year.
On the basis of this high growth rate, Singapore has been included with Hong Kong, Taiwan
and South Korea as one of the 'four (little) tigers' as one of the 'newly industrialized
countries' (NICs).

Singapore now ranks second, behind Hong Kong, out of 101 countries on the basis of an
index of Economic Freedom compiled by the independent Heritage Foundation, which
based on rankings for 10 criteria of economic freedom which include such things as trade
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policy, the extent of taxation, monetary policy, the nature of property rights, the amount of
output bought by the government, the size of the black market and the extent of wage and
price controls (Holmes 1994, The Economist, 11 February 1995).

4.2 Industrialization and FDI

Singapore's size precludes it from large-scale agriculture and industry. In the years since
independence, the authorities embarked on a development strategy relying on foreign direct
investment and subsequently export-orientated policies and domestic resource mobilization
for the creation of an efficient and modern infrastructure that would be conductive to foreign
direct investment, there have been significant changes in the structure of the country's
economy.

4.2.1 Industrialization

Singapore's industrialization programme was launched in 1960 and over the years has been
export-led and foreign investment-led. The need to export to achieve any substantial degree
of industrialization is obvious for a small city-state, but the rationale for a heavy dependence
on direct foreign investment is much less obvious. The policy reliance on direct foreign
investment to effect industrial take-off was based on the belief that local entrepreneurs
would not be able to make a swift and successful transition from trade and services into
export-manufacturing, and that the initial phase of export-manufacturing was difficult when
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industrial expertise and experience were lacking, and

there was no large domestic market to absorb the learning costs.

As a result of the highly liberal foreign investment policy and the attractive investment
climate, direct foreign investment played a much bigger role in the industrialization and
export development of Singapore than is commonly found in either developing or developed
countries.

The data show that, compared to 1960, Singapore has almost entirely eliminated agriculture,
significantly increased its industry, especially its manufacturing industry, and reduced the
share of output that comes from the services sector, although this share remains high
compared with that of the more agricultural ASEAN economies. Singapore's manufacturing
share exceeds that of Japan (26 per cent) and is only equalled by Thailand in ASEAN.

Singapore's manufacturing sector is dominated by machinery and transport equipment: 52%
of total manufacturing value added in 1991, compared to 41% in Germany, 40% in Japan,
35% in Malaysia and 31% in Israel and the USA. Singapore now neither manufactures nor
assembles cars as this industry disappeared in the late 1970s when the 'Second Industrial
Revolution' was launched. Textiles constitute only 3% of Singapore's manufacturing,
compared with 36% for Hong Kong, and chemicals are 10% compared to Hong Kong's 2%
(World Development Report 1994).
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4.2.2 FDI in Different Phases

There is no secret or miracle in the nature of Singapore's development. It has relied on
foreign capital and direct investment and export-leg growth. But if we analysis Singapore's
FDI, different Phases were found of Foreign Investment in Singapore.

(1). Import-Substitution Phase: Labor-Intensive (1959-63)

When Singapore attained self-government in 1959, it was an underdeveloped country with
widespread poverty, low levels of education, inadequate housing and health facilities, and
the complexities of its ethnic mix. The main economic activity at the time was enirepot
trade, and the services supporting this trade.

In 1961, the government established the Economic Development Board (EDB) to centralize
all industrial promotional activities. The EDB was also able to provide some discretionary
incentives; the main one was the "pioneer status" award, introduced in 1959, which gave
five-year tax holidays to labor-intensive companies. And just at this time, Jurong Industrial
Zone, the earliest export processing zone in West Pacific region was set up, which is
eighteen years earlier than China's SEZs.
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In the initial phase, Singapore's achievements were modest. Manufacturing share of real
GDP increased from 16.9 percent in 1960 to 19.1 percent in 1965. Real GDP grew at an
annual compound rate of 5.7 percent during this period. The total inflow of foreign
investment during this period was 157 million Singapore dollars, not a large amount but still
indicating some success in attracting foreign companies, particularly those aiming for the
expanded Malaysia market.

(2). Export-Orientated Phase: Labor-Intensive Manufacturing (1966-73)

Singapore's independence in 1965 reduced its access to the Malaysia market. Without
access to the Malaysian market, the government had little choice but to abandon import
substitution as its growth strategy. Industralization behind tariff walls was clearly not a
feasible option for a small city-state with no raw materials. Instead, the government switched
its investment promotion efforts to labor-intensive export-orientated manufacturing.

The Singapore government acted quickly to implement its new approach. In 1967, the
Economic Expansion Incentives Act provided new tax incentives for investment:

• Tax relief was allowed in certain circumstances for incremental income resulting from
capital expansion;
• A 90 percent remission of tax profits was allowed to approved enterprises for periods of
up to 15 years;
• Tax exemptions were allowed on interest on foreign loans, royalties, know-how and
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technical assistance fees.

These incentives, though similar to those offered by many developing countries at the time,
were more generous on average. These policy initiative prompted a surge in direct foreign
investment, particularly after 1967. In manufacturing, investment commitments during
1968-73 totalled more than 2.3 billion Singapore dollars. Singapore was also fortunate that
political uncertainties in Hong Kong resulted in some textile and garment plants moving
from there to Singapore.

These investment generated a large increase in industrial employment and exports. The
number of workers in radios, televisions, semiconductors and other electronic devices rose
from 1,611 in 1966 to 44,483 in 1973. In textile and clothing, the number of workers
increased from 2,459 in 1966 to 35,012 in 1973. These two industries alone generate more
than half the total growth of about 147,500 in manufacturing employment during this period.

(3). Upgrade Phase (1973-78)

With the attainment of full employment in the early 1970s,
labor surplus was replaced by
labor shortage. This create the need to import large numbers of workers from neighbouring
countries. Singapore also experienced a sharp decline in the inflow of foreign investment
from 708 million Singapore dollars in 1972 to 376 million Singapore dollars in 1973
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In such changed circumstances, the government maintained its long-term growth objective,
but modified its economic strategy. It moved its investment promotion efforts away from
labor-intensive manufacturing industry such as petrochemicals, machine tools, precision
engineering, sophisticated electronics, office equipment and machinery, etc, and to assist
existing industries to upgrade their skill and technological level.

While acknowledging the role of direct foreign investment in economic development, the
government also wanted to enhance the human resources and supporting infrastructure
needed for a healthy business environment. In particularly, it recognised the need to upgrade
the skills of the entire work force. Thus, this phase saw the establishment of a strong
foundation for industrial training. While the government continued to strengthen its
educational institutions, it also initiated the establishment of the joint industry training
centres through the EDB. These EBD training centers, established in collaboration with
MNCs, provided the framework for a highly successful Joint Industry Training Scheme.

(4). Economic Restructuring Phase (1979-84)

Success in attracting foreign investment had caused the economy to become highly
dependent on foreign firms, especially in manufacturing. Far from being disturbed by this,
the government sought to increase the inflow of foreign investment. By this time, it had
recognized that such efforts also required continual improvements in infrastructure and the
skills of the workers.
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At the same time, the government saw an increasing need for economic diversification, so in
1980 Budget Speech in its Economic Development Plan for the Eighties, it stressed that
Singapore must diversify: (a) its economic activities, into new information-based services,
such as computer, medical, consultancy and warehousing services; and (b) its markets, so as
to reduce the threat of protectionism and expand its export to developing countries (Goh,
1980).

In its assessment of the previous efforts at industrial upgrading, the government concluded
that low wages encouraged the inflow of labor-intensive, low-technology investment and, as
such, were and obstacle to upgrading and restructuring. With this in mind, it decided to
institute "corrective" or "high" wage increases over the three-year period 1980-83, to be
followed by market-orientated wage increases.

The EDB 's efforts helped to induce a large inflow of foreign investments in the desired
industries. Net investment commitments in 1980-84 averaged 1.7 billion Singapore dollars
per annum, led by strong expansion in new, higher value-added industries such as computers,
electronics, machinery, printing and pharmaceutical. While real GDP grew at 8.5 percent per
annum during this period, grew by a phenomenal 21.6 percent per annum and financial and
business services sector by 11.3 percent.
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(5). Retrenchment and Diversification Phase (1985-1990)

Singapore had its first severe recession in 1985, when real GDP declined by 1.6 percent.
In such circumstances, the government maintained its long-term goal of economic growth.
Recognizing that there was little to do about external conditions, it considered that
Singapore would have to deal with fundamental domestic problems. Thus, although it would
have been politically expedient to improve international competitiveness through a weaker
exchange rate for the Singapore dollar, the government chose instead to seek a reduction in
labor costs, and stuck to its strong exchange rate policy.

The employers' contribution rate to the Central Provident Fund was cut from 25 percent to
10 percent. The government also lowered tax rates, reduced charges for utilities as well as
for international telephone and telex services, offered rebates on site rentals in the industrial
estates, and port fees, etc.

EDB intensified its efforts to promote investment, particularly in high value-added
technology-based manufacturing. It established a 100 million Singapore dollars 'Venture
Fund' to enable it to co-invest in new technology companies even overseas, when that
-

would encourage the transfer of technology and investments to Singapore. EDB offered
incentives for services similar to those for manufacturing, including pioneer status (tax
holiday) and investment allowances. And the EDB stressed the notion of Singapore as a

Total Business Center: the regional headquarter for the operations of MNCS in the AsiaPacific region.

As in the earlier phase, the government's initiatives were successful, leading to a quick
economic recovery. Real GDP grew by 1.8 percent in 1986, then by almost 10 percent in
each of the following four years. Several MNCs set up their operational headquarters in
Singapore'3

4.3 Industrial Zones in Singapore

The industrial zones in Singapore comes from its original, pure free port activities, which
served as an entrepot for trade. And then export-processing zones set up to process primary
products and industrial products for exports, and now the science and industry park has been
established to develop and produce high-tech products.

Export processing zones (now evaluated to industrial zones) are the special areas opened by
a host-country to process, assemble and make products which all or mainly for export
purpose. Up to now there are twenty six export processing zones (Industrial Zones), one
science and industry park in Singapore, amongst the largest one is Jurong Industrial Zone.

13
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Jurong Industrial Zone, the 'industrial base and window of Singapore' built in 1961, is the
earliest and the most remarkable industrial zone in Western Pacific. It has been a
comprehensive industrial zone with light and heavy industries, harbour and tourism
together. It relies on manufacturing and other industries and at the same time is an important
entrepot with modern loading, storage facilities and production line systems.

The development of Jurong Industrial Zone depends on its conditions and environment. It
locates near the international route, and has a natural harbour down to 11.6 meters deep,
which is very convenient for heavy ships. Along the bank there are many bends for building
large deep water piers and stores. There are many small islands faced to Jurong for
becoming the natural barrier from the wind. Jurong is away from the city centre nineteen
kilometres, neighbouring the Jibar Harbour, the largest cargo Harbour in Singapore, and
away from the railway to Malaysia only 11 kilometres.

The largest river in Southern Singapore, Jurong River flows through the Zone, which
provide plenty water for industry and provides conditions to develop tourism.

The total land for development reaches 60 kilometres, which could contain many kinds of
industries especially for larger manufacturers and heavy industries. Of course behind these
natural conditions, the most important role is Jurong's long term objectives and policies for
foreign investment.
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Foreign investments catering to the global market are more sensitive to investment
incentives in host countries, as well as to factors of political stability, availability of low-cost
and stable labour supply, and easy access to overseas supplies and markets.

Incentives includes:

-

-

-

-

-

Tariff protection;
Tax incentives for pioneer enterprises and export enterprises;
Duty-free importation of machinery and equipment;
Industrial training subsidies;
Permanent resident status.

Under the careful plan and operating, Jurong has been built a famous comprehensive
industrial base and important harbour, tourist place. And at the same time, the Jurong Town
Administration developed excellent environments for living in order to attractive urban
workers. Up to 1992, Jurong Town Administration has industrial land 33 sq kilometres,
2,305 operating companies, 141,000 workers. In 1992, its surplus of revenue and
expenditure reached 350 million Singapore dollars, is the 3.4 times of 1988. The annual
increase rate was 36%.
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4.4 Foreign Investment Policies

Singapore's foreign investment policy is almost synonymous with its industrialization
policy, since industrialization is based largely on foreign investment, so the policies
designed to promote industrialization had largely the foreign investor in mind. Official
policy towards foreign investment is characterised by both its liberality and its consistency
over time.

The liberality shows some unique features, like:

-

The lack of balance-of-payments constraints contributes to a liberal exchange regime;

-

Allowed 100% foreign-equity ownership;

-

No performance requirements like domestic value-added content, local sourcing of inputs;

-

No restrictions on borrowing from the domestic capital market;

-

Free technology transfer.

And the consistency of current policies shows some other features, like:

1). To encourage foreign capital investing in electronics, machine and precision instruments,
transport equipment, basic metal industry, oil, chemistry;
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To place restrictions on foreign capitals to invest in the following industries: public
facilities, finance, tourism, local trade, rubber, cement, brewery, plywood, finished iron and
steel products;.

Enterprises with a period of operation fixed to 10 years are eligible for a five-year
income tax exemption, and to the export enterprise, when the exemption finished, there are
other special taxation incentives. To the scientific and new industries, there is up to 15 years
tax exemptions which is the longest in the world.

For the high-tech and scientific enterprises, they could apply for financial assistant to the
EDB if they met with financial problems.

Foreign investors in the industrial zones are obligated to train local workers. For each
local person trained, they could receive government allowance of 3,000 to 9,000 Singapore
dollars.

Within the industrial zones and trade zones, if the raw materials imported are the ones
that Singapore could not produce, the depreciation rate for three years for the machine and
equipment is 13%.

There are zero restrictions to foreign exchange, free remittence of benefit to the capital
invested.
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The foreigners who devoted much to Singapore could get the permanent resident status.

The EDB and Industrial Administrations are the authorities to introduce foreign
investment, which could approve and manage the projects except the management of
taxation and foreign exchange.

These policies aimed at achieving political stability, peaceful industrial relations, wage
stability and orderly wage increases, and manpower development.

In the post- 1965
period, foreign investments became increasingly export-orientated under
the government's selective investment promotion programme. In this new phase, foreign
investment were concentrated in petroleum refining and petroleum products (54.4%),
followed by electrical/electronics, chemicals and chemical products, transport equipment,
and textiles and garments industry.

In the 1970s
the investment promotion policy remained in favour of export-orientated
enterprises but moved towards more capital-intensive, skill-intensive and high technology
industries with higher value added per worker.
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Investment commitments in the early 1980s show the progress of restructuring towards more
capital and teclmology-incentive types of industries, which supply an excellent example for
attracting foreign direct investment.

5. Comparison of SEZs between China and Singapore

5.1 Differences and Similarities

5.1.1 Differences

(1). Objective

The fundamental difference between Industrial Zones in Singapore and Special Economic
Zones in China is that the former operates in a wholly open environment in a free market
economy. The latter is set in a centrally planned environment. Nevertheless the similarity
shows that all policies and regulations of the two countries leading to the market -orientated
economy. Undoubtedly China's market-orientated economy is not a complete one, and is
mainly concentrated in SEZs. Crane found that the management methods of overseas free
economic zones were studied, and transplanted in formulating the regulations of Guangdong
Province (1990:33). Subsequent Chinese research has drawn attention to the need to
distinguish between the experiences of different Industrial Zones when planning for Chinese
Special Economic Zones (Study Tour: 1990).
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In Jurong in Singapore, the government simply removed or eased constraints which limit the
operation of market forces elsewhere in the economy. In SEZs of China, the government
would like to create a market environment within the zones, but still maintain the control to
the economy. For example, it would use raw materials supply, foreign exchange control and
other factors to control the economy. Unlike other countries with many restrictions to
foreign investors, Singapore adopted an encouraging attitude by creating all kinds of
attractive conditions in the areas of telecommunications, transportation, public facilities,
skilled labour and other fundamental facilities. The fact shows that in Singapore, the
restrictions to foreign investment are outweighed by the government encouragement,
whereas in China both restrictions and encouragement are on equal footing.

The Singapore government reiterated that "we cannot reserve nor demarcate areas for local
businesses, nor compel foreign companies to combine with local companies." The
government re-affirmed its commitment to allow foreign companies hundred percent
ownership of their investments in almost every field.'4 This shows the extent to which they
welcome foreign investment; they are cautious in their policy making, so as not to burden or
place unnecessary restrictions on foreign investors.

The specialization of China's SEZ clearly shows its degree of liberality in the business
operations. The administration of enterprises in SEZs would be more flexible than other
enterprises in inland china. For example, an enterprise in SEZ could employ workers based on

"
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their qualifications and conclude labour contracts with these workers. But the enterprises in
inland China have to follow the national rigid labour regulation, and does not enjoy this kind of
advantage.

In China, SEZs act as laboratories for experimenting with market forces and to be a link
between the economic hinterland and overseas markets. The objective of Special Economic
Zone is to provide an example from which derives the experience to the whole country.

(2). Management structure

Zones differ in their form of management structure and in the specific nature of regulations.
The regulations determine which companies can operate, what activities they can carry out
and how they must conduct their operations to qualify for zone status.

In Singapore, EDB and Jurong Town Administration are famous for their high working
efficiency and simple working procedure. There are thirteen EDB international offices in
the world and 32 employees working for it. They make primitive contact with intended
foreign investors, and then report to the headquarter at the same day. If the project was
agreed, the investors would be invited to Singapore at once. It takes only one day at the
airport to settle the project. Generally negotiation is held in the morning, project is approved
in the afternoon, and the investors could return home with the approval certificate in the
evening.
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There is perfect coordination and harmony between EDB and Jurong Administration. The
former takes care of the introduction of foreign investment and the latter is in charge of the
project development and zone's administration. They cooperate together and supply the best
service to foreign investors.

In China's SEZs, the management structure is more complex and hierarchic. At the top of
the pyramid is the State Council Leading Group for Special Economic Zones and Foreign
Investment. Below the leading group are the provincial governments, then the municipalities
and finally the governing bodies of the zones within zones'.

The main centre of political power over the operation of the zones is the provincial
government. The daily management of the zones is in the hands of municipal government
authorities. And there is further delegation, the management for 'zones within zones' such as
Shekou district in Shenzhen, Huli district in Xiamen and other various science and
technology parks.

This hierarchy mentioned above decreased efficiency since it involved more procedures in
administration, and created obstacles to the development of SEZs.
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5.1.2 Similarities

(1). Objectives

The common aim of most zones is to encourage export-orientated activities through export
processing zones. These zones are export-orientated, encourage foreign direct investment,
consists mostly of light industries, and provide favourable policies.

China and Singapore are carrying out the same strategies, reflecting that they would go
through the same phases of development. Generally there are four phases of development
passed by nearly all of the industrialized countries, they are:

Labour intensive, import-substitution phase
Capital intensive, export-oriented phase
Technology intensive, upgrade phase
Information intensive, high-tech phase

As a newly industrialized country, Singapore has passed the first three phases and stays in
the fourth stage, 'information intensive, high-tech phase'. China's SEZs, taking Shenzhen
as an example, passed the first two phases only, and stays in the third phase, 'Technology
intensive, upgrade phase'. Some industries and enterprises are entering the fourth phase.
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(2). FDI Policies

The policies in attracting foreign direct investment of China and Singapore are almost
synonymous, which focus on:
-

Tariff protection

-

Tax incentives

-

Duty free importation of machinery and equipment

In Singapore:
Tax exemption for ten to fifteen years is eligible for export enterprises and scientific
industries, which is the longest one for exemption in the world.
High-tech and scientific enterprises could apply for financial assistant. Foreign
investor could get 3,000 to 9,000 Singapore dollars official allowance if one local
technician is trained.
Zero restrictions to foreign exchange, free remittence for benefit from foreign investment.
• 13% depreciation for three years to machine and equipment if the raw materials used are
the things that could not be produced by Singapore.
• Permanent resident status would be supplied to foreign investors.

In China:

• Income tax rate is 15%, exempt from local additional tax, compared with hinterland
enterprises.
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• The enterprises investing more than 5 million US dollars, or high-tech products, their
income tax would be reduced up to 20-25%; or exempted until the profit-year.
Reinvestment of more than five years by foreign capital with its profit, the income tax
would be exempted from the portion of reinvestment.
• Duty free for importing equipment, raw materials, office facilities; and export tax
exemption for the exported products.
• 50%

income tax reduction for foreigners who work and live in SEZs.

4). Macro control of the government

In the macro economic field, both China and Singapore have control on their economies.
With this control, the governments have the ability to master the design of the economic
plans and industrial policies. And the particular methods are carried out in the form of
taxation, interest rate, exchange rate, financial and monetary policies.

After more than 30 years of development, Singapore has formulated its matured policies and
legislative system. China is still in the developing stage; its economic policies need more
consistency and its legislative system need to be perfected.

Singapore being small in size, with limited resources, a limited local market and a dense
population, conditions the government to control the direction of its economic development.
China being larger in size, and more difficult to rely on only free economic method (due to its
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unbalanced regional economy, incomplete marketing system and current communist structure)
entails the government to use stringent methods to control economy. This shows that the
planning and implementation of economic policies involve the complex factors including the
interplay of economy and politics.

5.2 Singapore's Experiences

Singapore's success in attracting export-orientated foreign investment has been due to a
combination of factors, including generous investment incentives, absence of onerous
regulations, a consistent foreign investment policy, political stability, availability of a well
developed physical and institutional infrastructure, and a disciplined and well-educated
labour force.

5.2.1. Complete Industrialized Program

Singapore's industrialization programme was launched in 1960 and over the years has been
export-led and foreign investment-led. The need to export to achieve any substantial degree
of industrialization is obvious for a small city-state, but the rationale for a heavy dependence
on direct foreign investment is much less obvious. The policy reliance on direct foreign
investment to effect industrial take-off was based on the belief that local entrepreneurs
would not be able to make a swift and successful transition from trade and services into
export-manufacturing. The initial phase of export-manufacturing was difficult primarily for
the following reasons:

industrial expertise and experience was lacking, and
there was no large domestic market to absorb the learning costs.
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As a result of the highly liberal foreign investment policy and the attractive investment
climate, direct foreign investment played a much bigger role in the industrialization and
export development of Singapore than is commonly found in either developing or developed
countries.

5.2.2. Consistent Foreign Investment Policies

Singapore's foreign investment policy is almost synonymous with its industrialization
policy, since industrialization is based largely on foreign investment. So the policies
designed to promote industrialization had largely the foreign investor in mind. Singapore's
official policy towards foreign investment is characterised by both its liberality and its
consistency over time.

The need for foreign investment to promote industrial development was clearly spelt out in
the report of the United Nations Industrial Survey Mission which visited Singapore in 1961:

Singapore will have to supplement on a comparatively large scale during the initial
period its own resources of labour, capital and other elements necessary for a speedy
industrialization with those from abroad. It will take some time before the domestic capitals
are fully developed, labour is trained, and entrepreneurs and capital are sufficiently
adapted to manufacturing industries. For part of these basic elements
enterprise, managers, capital and some technical skills

manufacturing

it needs a package deal. For this

-

reason, the necessity of attracting foreign cooperation on a large scale should be

m
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recongnized very distinctly in the process to be pursued to promote indutrialization in
Singapore." (UN Report: 1963)

5.2.3. EDB and Specific Fund

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) intensified its efforts to promote
investment, particularly in high value-added technology-based manufacturing. It established
a hundred million Singapore dollars 'Venture Fund' to enable it to co-invest in new
technology companies (even overseas), when that would encourage the transfer of
technology and investment to Singapore.

The EDB was also charged with boosting investment in service industries, which (apart
from the financial sector which was promoted by the Monetary Authority of Singapore) had
been left on their own. The EDB offered incentives for services similar to those for
manufacturing, including pioneer status (tax holiday) and investment allowances. And the
EDB stressed the notion of Singapore as a Total Business Center: the regional headquarter
for the operations of MNCs in the Asia-Pacific region.

The EDB would also intensify its investment promotion efforts, through an extensive
network of twenty two overseas offices in the U.S., Japan and Europe. In an apparent
attempt at industrial targeting, eleven primary and supporting industries were designated for
promotion: automotive components, machine tools and machinery, medical and surgical
apparatus and instruments, specialty chemicals and pharmaceutical, computer, computer
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peripheral equipment and software development, electronic instrumentation, optical
instruments and equipment (including photocopying machines), advanced electronic
components, precision engineering products, and hydraulic and pneumatic control systems.

5.2.4. Excellent Investing Environment

• Risk Free

There are virtually no threats to stability in Singapore. Singapore has no hostile neighbours
nor any internal threats. Not only will the current regime stay in power, but recent
statements by the Prime Minister, Goh Chok Tong, have suggested that there will be no
policy changes either.

Excellent supporting System

Singapore's excellent infrastructure is hard to beat; Changi Airport is one of the best airports
in the world, Jurong Port is one of the busiest ports in Asia and the world at large. Its
highways can reach anywhere on the island within 45 minutes. Its telecommunications, a
world-class system, ensures effective communication and rapid transmission. Excluding
mobile phones, multimedia computers and TV information texts, Singapore has the highest
number of E-mail messages per capita in the world.
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• Skilled Workforce

Singapore's highly trained and educated workforce is another advantage. English is the
official language but many citizens speak a variety of other languages which facilitates
business in the region.

Tax Incentives

Singapore has promoted export-orientated industrialization by aggressively pursuing foreign
direct investment. Tax incentive, a major part of this policy, was first introduced in
Singapore in 1959 when it was unfashionable to do so. Since then the government has
liberally extended new intensives for expansion, export promotion, upgrading, R&D and a
myriad of other schemes. Chief among the intensives offered by the Economic Development
Board (EDB) are those relating to 'pioneer industries', 'investment allowances', 'operational
headquarters (OHQ) and business headquarters (BHQ).15

Although the causality between tax incentives and foreign investment is as uncertain in
Singapore as elsewhere, for pioneer companies at least the statistics are impressive.
According to the latest available figures, there were 420 pioneer manufacturing
establishments in Singapore at the end of 1992. But this elite accounts for 10.7% of all

15
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manufacturing business, 46% of workers in manufacturing and 50.5% of all domestic
exports. In total, these pioneers' contribute a staggering 28.9% to total GNP'6

Pioneer status confers upon recipients an exemption from tax for a period of five to ten years
from the start of production. The EDB practices an 'open policy' on the granting of pioneer
status to manufacturing or service companies it all depends upon the merits of individual
-

cases. (If any qualifying criteria exist, they are not released to the public.) Currently almost
half of all electronics and instrumentation companies are pioneers, where food & beverages,
textiles & garments, printing & paper industries seldom make the grade. Good candidates
for service pioneer status are engineering, software, industrial design and counter-trade
firms.

A capital-intensive investment often implies major losses in the initial years during which
time all tax relief is irrelevant. For these companies the alternative of investment allowance,
which allow deductions of up to 50% of fixed investment and can be carried forward
indefinitely, may be preferable to pioneer status.

OHQ status allows firms a 10% tax on service activities, such as managerial or R&D
support, and a tax exemption for dividend flows in and out of Singapore (the base corporate

16
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tax is 27%). Its intent is to attract multinational corporations that want to set up a regional
management centre in Asia. BHQ incentive, bundles together many other incentives such as
pioneer, post-pioneer status, export of service, investment allowances and so on.

5.2.5. Zone's Upgrading

As part of its initiative in the development of high-tech and modern business, Jurong Town
Administration realised that it was necessary to supply investors an excellent environment
and effective, convenient service facilities. After visiting USA, UK, France and Japan in
1988, Jurong planned and designed to set up its business park. The business park occupying
0.4 square kilornetres in the north Jurong, aimed to develop a high-tech environments for
research, design, production, training and dwelling in order to attract more MNCs to build
their headquarters in Singapore.

Recently Jurong is speeding up its industrial upgrade, and trying to develop overseas
investment. Up to now, several cooperative projects have been set up in overseas markets
like Bangkok High-tech industrial zones in Thailand, Bantam industrial zone in Indonesia.
In 1992, Jurong Environment Engineering Corporation made a plan for Manila industrial
zone and provided the consultant service. In February 1994, Singapore and China signed
the agreement to cooperate in developing the Suzhou industrial zone in China and at the
same time signed the agreement with Jurong Town Administration. The latter transfer its
management software to Suzhou authorities.
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5.3 Problems of China's SEZs Compared with Singapore

According to surveys outside China, foreign investors generally consider a range of factors
before making a decision to invest. These factors includes political stability, legal standards,
quality of workforce, the right to hire and fire workers, current and potential market
opportunities. Tax incentives are only one parameter among the considerations.

(1). Stability in Politics

The most threatening of risks is the political stability. Investors are uncertain on whether the
current reforms will be stopped or reversed. From the current trends, people believe that
economic reforms would continue, based mainly on three reasons. First, China has experienced
an 'open door reform' during the last 16 years and now has achieved the current prosperity.
Second, the government is being a pluralistic structure, with decisions made through consensus.
Third, Chinese people prefer the economic reforms.

China has made significant progress in discarding much of its former central planning and
socialist ideas. Nevertheless politics and economy are inseparable, Chinese sought it will
eventually emerge a government similar to Singapore in the future. This would result in
foreigners having no apprehensions on their direct investment in China.
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Shadow of Planned Economy

China's Special Economic Zone Regulations, which seek to emulate a market environment,
are dominated by State control mechanisms. Resources are allocated by contracts rather
than by productivity. Firms are encouraged to put effort and resources into developing
contacts and seeking favours rather than improving efficiency. Regulations determine
'special' access to domestic raw materials, capital goods, labour and markets. As a result,
regulations are largely redundant, leaving zone firms on the same footing as other (state)
firms. Profitable firms could be constrained and loss-making inefficient firms could be
sustained under the planning control mechanisms. The bureaucracy and control associated
with access to zone incentives have discouraged many foreign investors. The main
beneficiaries of the zones policy seem to be state enterprises which can manipulate state
controls.

Policy Conflict among Levels of Authorities

In contrast to Jurong Industrial Zone, there is a surprising amount of discretion available to
the provincial and municipal governments when the terms and conditions of establishment
for individual investors are negotiated. This is a source of conflict, as concessions granted
by one level of government may conflict with the interests of another level, particularly
with respect to tax revenues and availability of foreign exchange. One Chinese economist,
after comparing Special Economic Zones and Export Processing Zones, concluded that a
SEZ itself is an independent regional entity which has its own economic interests. Such
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interests inevitably induce conflicts with economic benefits of the central government as
well as conflicts between SEZ government and non- SEZ (local) government. The conflicts
have restricted the development of SEZs as well as (their) functions as a 'show-case' (Study
Tour: 1990).

In the absence of budgets earmarked for the zones there are also conflicts over expenditures,
especially on infrastructure, for which the municipal authority has, for example, financed
97% of the investment in infrastructure in Shenzhen. At the moment, the situation remains
such that the incentive structure provides the greatest rewards for trading, largely by
domestic firms with no foreign investment. According to Harding, 'More than two thirds of
Shenzhen' s output, much of which required expensive imported components, was consumed
inside China rather than exported. Indeed, Shenzhen served as a sales and purchasing agent
for the rest of China, marketing (often through illicit channels) the export goods of other
provinces and obtaining (again, often through illegal means) vast amounts of foreign capital
goods and consumer goods for resale to the interior. Thus far, Shenzhen has served more as
an import procurement-region than as an export processing zone' (Wang 1987:166).

(4). Further Legislation Needed

After 16 years experiences, a series of Acts and Regulations have been made in China
already. But they need to be revamped further, especially on intellectual property protection,
arbitration, and corruption. For example, Hainan Zone should protect intellectual property
rights by doing away with the national requirement that technology licenses can last only 10

years, and should promulgate an unfair competition law under which claims could be made
for violation of rights in unpatented know-how, unregistered trademark and copyright, and
unfair trade practice case.

Permitting foreign businesspeople to engage directly in business in SEZs through branch
offices, rather than Foreign Investment Equity, would also attract more foreign direct
investment. It could demonstrate also that SEZs are indeed 'special and preferential'.

The issues abovementioned are the task of top priority which affect directly the SEZs'
development. Of course, there are other problems in China's SEZs especially in the investment
environment, like infrastructure, general quality of labours etc.. But I do not think that they are
very important because as the development of SEZs, these issues would be solved naturally.
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6. Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

The idea of using Export Processing Zones (EPZ) has been a successful concept, which has
been implemented by the four newly industrialized Asian countries, known as the

"

Four

Little Asian Tigers", and is a strategy which has been copied by developing economies. The
idea involves using comparative cost advantages in labour and land to attract capital,
tecimology, and the entrepreneurial expertise of foreign investors.

Singapore's success can be traced through a number of favourable developments. One is the
high overall economic performance by the industrial countries in the early years of its export
drive, followed by the Asian economies in recent years. The other is its conscious effort to
use foreign direct investment as a vehicle for export growth. It has also become world
recognized for its efficient use of foreign investment.

Due to the reforms and subsequent opening-up of China over the past 17 years, she has
developed a fast-growing emerging economy, especially in the Asia-Pacific region. China's
SEZ concept has crossed with tradition and given her an economy with a new meaning. In
comparing China to Singapore and how successful Singapore is in attracting export-oriented
foreign investment, one can deduce a number of reasons as to why Singapore has been so
successful. These reasons include

-

the domestic political stability, a complete legislative
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system, a consistent foreign investment policy, absence of onerous regulations, a well
developed physical and institutional infrastructure, and a disciplined and well-educated labor
force.

The 'trick' to encouraging foreign capital and foreign enterprises, falls within the use of
incentives rather than restrictions, in which the government plays a supportive role by
ensuring a favourable investment climate through the provision of an excellent
infrastructure, fiscal incentives, manpower development and industrial peace.

Compared with Singapore, China's SEZ has its own potential advantages:

The problem of a shortage of labor is more serious in Singapore, along with the constant
increases in wages, all hinders the development of foreign direct investment. On the other hand
China has a huge labor force, lower wages, a labor force who's quality is rising constantly,
thereby becoming more and more attractive to foreign investors.

A consistently stronger Singapore Dollars, seriously effect its export trade and foreign
investment enterprises, whereas China's does not suffer from this.

Singapore is a small country, lacking natural resources. Land is expensive and is afflicted
with a limited domestic market which has a negative influence. In contrast, China is rich in
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resources, has a large land mass and a huge domestic market, which is the most attractable to
foreign investors.

The effective enterprise reforms, and a political commitment to the private sectors and
market systems is crucial to the successful development of SEZs in China. Otherwise the
substantial and physically impressive development of a SEZ will remain costly and result in
a net loss to the Chinese economy.

6.2 Recommendations

In this study, I have discovered that FDI in China's SEZs have been hindered by a number
of factors, these include:

The inconsistency of foreign investment policies and related economic policies;
The friction between planned economy and market-orientation;
The developing legal system;
The omnipresent and burdensome bureaucracy;
Infrastructure unable to keep up with economic growth;
Strong competition from East and Southeast Asian countries.

In regards to the comparison and the problems existing in China's SEZs, I propose the
following recommendations:
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(1). To make adjustment to the current industrial structure, because most of China's SEZs
are in their second stage of economic strategic development, which is 'labor and capital
intensive, and export-oriented'. The existing industries should be transferred inland and
utilize 'high-tech' and 'information intensive' industries, which would accelerate their
development stages.

(2).China needs to become part of the global market, transferring her reliance from the
domestic market to the international market and free competition forces, and develop a
range of high-tech, high level, and high value-added industries.

To strengthen the economic efficiency rather than trying to increase its scale, thereby
transferring the concentration from one of a quick development and increased scale of the
economy, to one of a concentration on economic structuring of industry and products.

To improve the investment environment, by transferring the current infrastructure where
the emphases is on internal construction and works programs to that of a varied and more
external progression of policies and services.

Systematic reforms, transferring from a single economic reform to structured reforms
and try to keep domestic political stability, thereby enhancing economic efficiency.
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As the global economy develops, heavy competition to China's SEZs will emerge. With the
spread of the Coastal Strategies to inland China, there will be more economic and
technological zones and duty-protection zones which compete with the SEZs, except where
the central authorities have macro-adjustments and control. It would be more difficult to
import raw materials and export the finished products. Outside China, Vietnam, Laos,
Kampuchea, Malaysia, Indonesia are all developing their export processing zones and
economic zones, so China is facing a huge challenge.

6.3 Limitations

This dissertation is a comparative study, which has a number of limitations, and has been
correlated with the use of data collected from secondary sources such as current periodicals,
government Almanac and other publications. The initial limitation was the lack of enough
up to date information and data. Secondly, my three months stay in China from August to
October 1996 and visits to the SEZs of Shenzhen and Hainan, burdened me with a large
quantity of Chinese research materials and relevant books. With all this research material
and a lack of time and assistance with the language translations, further limitations were
imposed upon me. Finally this MIM dissertation, is restricted by the number of words, and
the papers focus on foreign direct investment only. Some materials have been attached as an
appendix to the end of this paper.
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Appendix 2. Map of Singapore and its Industrial Zones
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Appendix 3. Name of 14 Opened Coastal Cities in China

Tianjin

lnlianjin, 14okilometressouthwestof Beijing, the atmosphere is much more informaithan the capital The city is blessed
with good communications. The Tanggu port is among the most important In China, and main railway lines connect
Tiann with north east China, Beijing and Shanghai. lt isa thrMng industrial city, with variety of light industries.

Shanghai

Shanghai sChina's largest port. After lagging behind Guangzhouand Shenztien in economic developmentlora longtime,
Shanghai has now been given a free rein to develop its great industrial and commercial potentiaLThere are high
expectations for the Pudong district, a 350 square kilometre delta area on the Huangpu and Yangtze rivers. The
development of Pudong is expected to cost as much as US$10 billion.

Guangihou

Guangzhou is the capital of Guangdong province, which is Asia's fastest growing economic region. With Its prodmity
to Hong Kong and its well developed market economy, it is one of China's main magnets for foreign investment. It has
China's fourth largest port. When Hopewell's superhighway is completed, the economic centres of Macau, Zhuhal,
Shenzlien and Hong Kong will be an hour's drive from Guangzhoij.

Dalian

Dalian is China's second largest port and a major tourist spot, shipbuilding and fashion centre. Its Economic and
Technology Zone has been popular among foreign investors, and a free tax zane Is in the pipeline. Japanese investors
are the most active in Dalian, with projects in aquaculture, shipbuilding and hotels.

Qinhuangda

Qinhuangda is a small town with the country's third largest port. It has good rail links with Beijing and ilanjinand a well
developed glass industry. It lies where the Great Wall meets the sea, and is therefore a popular tourist attraction. There
Is an Economic and Technological Development Zone (ETDZ) nearby.

Yantai

Qingdao

Uanyungang

Yantai is situated on the tip of the Jiaodong peninsula, making it a southern gate to the Bolial Sea It is a beautiful town
with a great tourism potential. Up to now, the city has been best known for its large fishing fleet. The Fulaishan ETDZ
is ten kilometres away. With rail links to China's main rail lines, IDO dialing and a very positive attitude towards foreign
Investment, it is an attractive location for potential investors.
Although few may have heard of Qingdao, this towns main product, Tsingtao beer, isfamousamong beerdnnkersfrom
Mongolia to the Mekong Delta. It has a pleasing climate and good food, and boasts efficient raillinks with Beijing and
Shanghai, as well as an excellent port. Its ETDZ has rather rudimentaiy facilities, but work is going on to improve
infrastructure. Qingdao can be reached directly by air from Hong Kong.
Being the end station of China's east-west railway line, Uanyugang is the main port for the coal produced In the central
andwestem partsof China.and this harbourtown is alsoconnectedto the Yangtze river system and the Beijing-Hangzhou
Grand Canal.Thetowns hinterland grows cotton andagricuitural produce.The nearbyZliorrgyuntai ETDZ hasonly basic
infrastructure in place so far, with chemicals, textiles and machinery as its main industries

Nantong

Nantong is famous for its silk and textiles industries, and is an important port for the Yangtze river traffic. It lies 130
kilometres north-west of Shanghai, with good connections to Its larger neighbour. A small ETDZ, Fumin, lies ten
kilometres south-east of the town. A new power plant has recently been completed, and the harbour is being expanded
to be able to handle 40 million tons by 2000.

Nlngba

Ningbo has a modem harbour and a small, but efficient airport. A power plant and a gigantic iron and steel plant is being
planned. It also has a small ETDZ, Xiaogang, with industries including textiles, petrochemicals and shipbuilding.
According to Marco Polo, Fuzhou was already a lively trading port already in the 13th century. Now, as then, sugar and
pearls are the main products of the town, although its proximity to Taiwan has created many problems. It has a good
harbour and airport, but bad road links. The original home of millions of overseas Chinese, Fuzhou can expect increased
investment in the years to come.

Fuzhou

Wenzhou

Wenzhou is an an ancient city on the lower reaches of the Oujiang river in Southern Zhejlang province. Although the
infrastructure Is less well developed than other cities, the energy and Initiative of the local people has turned Wenzhou
Into a dynamic industrial centre. The city is celebrated for its private financial institutions that have sprung up to meet
the needs of the burgeoning private and indMdua] industrial sector.

Zhanjiang

Apart from a small boom In the early 1980s, when there were hopes of oil in the east of Hainan Island, Zhanjiang has led
a quiet existence. With the bright economic outlook for neighbouring Hainan, good road connections to Guangztiou
and a lDD telephone system, Zhanjiang and its ETDZ, Xiashan, may soon experience busier times.
Beiha] is chosen as a spec1a1 cy In order to attract investment to this remote autonomous region close to Vietnam As
relations with Vietnam are improving, and the tourist industry picking up, Beihai, which is known for its handicrafts made
by the Zhuang ethnic minority, may attract foreign investment In the tourism industry and agricultural processing.

Beihai

Source: China PerNpectives. /jrthur4ndersen.

Appendix 4. Brief Introduction to SEZs in China

• Shenzhen
Population:

1 million

Major Industries: textiles, electronics, toys and electrical goods
Location:

to the north of Hong Kong connected with land

Exports:

US$ 18.31 billion

Imports:

US$ 16.07 billion

1994 Foreign Investment: US$ 406 million, 2223 Contracts
1990 Foreign Investment: US$ 554 million, 796 Contracts

Sources: National Statistics Bureau of China, all statistics are for 1990 except special
indicate

Shenzhen SEZ has developed more quickly than the other SEZs. Major industries are
based on investment, or processing agreements from Hong Kong. For this reason,
many mainland analysts regard Shenzhen as disappointment having failed to attract
investment from high technology, European, Japanese and American ventures.

Shenzhen has maintained dynamic economic growth despite central government
efforts to curb credit to the area under the austerity program. The city's security
exchange gained official status in July 1991 after several years of frenetic market
activity, and was the first in China to allow a foreign-invested company to list shares.

The 1991 opening of the city's new airport and other infrastructure improvements
currently under way should ensure continued strong export performance.

• Zhuhai

Population:

500,000

Major Industries: textiles, electronics, foodstuffs, metals and minerals
Location:

connection with Macao

Exports:

US$ 678.4 million

Imports:

US$ 882.4 million

1991 Foreign Investment (1st half): US$ 282 million
1990 Foreign Investment: US$ 301 million, 424 Contracts

Sources: National Statistics Bureau of China, all statistics are for 1990 except special
indicate

While Zhuhai has greatly diversified its foreign trade and investment partners over the
past decade, Hong Kong and Macao are still by far the most important foreign players
in the territory. Zhuhai' s export volume grew significantly in the first half of 1991,
jumping more than 30% over the equivalent period of 1990. Companies in the city are
playing an active role in the construction of the new airport in the neighbouring
Macao. The airport, which is scheduled to open in 1994, should provide a boost to
Zhuhai's foreign trade.
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• Shantou

Population:

8.26 million

Major Industries: textiles, agricultural products, paper product, porcelain
Location:

Guangdong Province

Exports:

US$ 497.2 million

Imports:

US$ 727.1 million

1991 Foreign Investment (1st half): US$ 102 million
1990 Foreign Investment: US$ 274 million

Sources: National Statistics Bureau of China, all statistics are for 1990 except special
indicate

Shantou is the home town of millions of Chinese overseas, and Shantou SEZ has
appealed mainly to the Asian Chinese business community. With significantly lower
factory rents and labour costs than Shenzhen, Shantao has been successful despite
poor communication and power shortages.

On November 1, 1991, the Shantou Special Economic Zone was officially expanded
to include Chaozhou city. The zone now covers 234 sq km, compared to 52.6 sq km
before. By the end of 1989 there were 300 foreign-invested enterprises in Shantou
SEZ, primarily in the textile, chemical, and machinery industries.

• Xiamen

Population:
Major Industries: Electronics, textiles, agricultural and aquatic products, granite
Location:

Fujian Province

Exports:

US$ 900.3 million

Imports:

US$ 889.0 million

1990 Foreign Investment: US$ 485.5 million

Sources: National Statistics Bureau of China, all statistics are for 1990 except special
indicate

Xiamen experienced explosive growth in 1989 and 1990, mainly comes from Taiwan.
First-half 1991 figures, however, revel that Taiwan investment is down markedly over
the same period last year, registering 37 projects worth nearly US$ 25 million -a
decline of 50% and 83% respectively. The drop reflects an overall slowdown in
Taiwan investment in the mainland, the result of the 1990 crash of the Taiwan stock
and property markets and corruption scandals involving Taiwan businessmen in
Xiamen.
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Hainan

Population:

6.5 million

Major Industries: Prawns and other agricultural commodities, light industrial
products, metals and minerals
Location:

The whole island of Hainan

Exports:

US$ 326.5 million

Imports:

US$ 490.2 million

Total Foreign Investment: US$ 478.5 million
1990 Foreign Investment: US$ 103 million

Sources: National Statistics Bureau of China, all statistics are for 1990 except special
indicate

By its size alone, Hainan stands out from the other SEZs. It is the only SEZ with its
own resources of raw materials, such as rubber, fruits, spices, tea and coffee etc.
Although the island is underdeveloped and basically agricultural, it has seen
tremendous growth since it received its SEZ status in 1988. A Japanese led
consortium has gained a concession to develop a free export zone in Yangpu, on the
northwestern side of the island. The construction plans to invest more than US$ 2.3
billion in infrastructure, including a port and power plants.

More noted for corruption than industrial production, Hainan is the youngest and least
developed of the SEZs. The island has been focusing on upgrading its infrastructure,
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beginning work on expansion of the port in Haikou and the construction of the
Fenghuang Airport in Sanya, for which Hainan has received US$ 35.7 million in
concessionary financing from France. Foreign investment has occurred primarily in
real estate development, light industry, and agriculture-related projects.
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